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Abstract
For the integration of systems across enterprise boundaries, the application of Web service technology und the
Service-oriented Architecture (SOA) paradigm have beconle
state of the art. Here, the management of the quality
delivered by third party services is criicial. In order to
achieve high service qirnli~,requirements therefore need to
be iiiirialiy .specified irsiilg Service Level Agrc~eriient.~
(SUs),
which are later on rnonitored diiring runtime. Iti case of
SLA violations, appropriate countermeasures have to be
executed.
The paper presents an integrated approach for SLA monitoring and enforcement using distributed autonomous monitoring units. Additionally, the paper presents strategies to
distribnte those units in an existing service-oriented infrastructure based on mixed integer programming techniques.
Fr~rthcrriinre.np/~rnpriritefrnrlieii.r~rk~r~p/~r>i.t
ir giirrri I]! fhe
AiLIAS. K01blfrciiiie~votk e~iciblirlgril~lriblitetlS L \ ~rioriitoriiig
and enforcenlent based on the developed distribution strategies. As a foundation for olir approach, the WS-ReZPolicy
lnngrrage is presented, which nllows the specijication of
both requirements with respect to service quality und the
necessaty countenneasures at the same time.

Keywords: Monitoring; SLA enforcement; Location strategies; Service-oriented Architectures.

1. Introduction
In recent years, solution as well as implementation means
for all sorts of complex communications systems, e.g.,
in telecommunications or business automation scenarios,
are addressed by propagating Web service technology and
the Service-oriented Architecture paradigm. Especially in
business automation scenarios, Web services and SOAs are
used for the realization of cross-organisational collaborations
between enterprises by integrating the business processes
and IT systems of the business partners. Here, the Business
Process Execution Language (BPEL) allows the composition
of services of different business partners to business processes as well as the execution across enterprise boundaries.

Ncvcrihclcss, n coll:ibor;iiion of b~isiiicssproccsscs coiiiposed of several individual services over tlie boundarics
of an enterprise bears several challenges enterpriscs have
to cope with. In order to build dependable and trusted
business relationships QoS and security aspects need to be
addressed within the integration of third party services into
an enterprise's business processes and IT System. Due to
SOA's loose coupling, which pcrmits the selection of third
paity serviccs at runtime, llcxiblc aiid permanently charigiiig
business rclationships have to be considered in particiilar.
Therefore, the participating parties need to define both
business requirements and responsibilities of the partners by
negotiating contracts and Service Level Agreements (SLA)
respectively. From a technological point of view, normally
defined XML-based policy documents are used for the
definition of SLAs and other requirements.
However, recent approaches for ihe definition of such
policiei nrc iiisilfiiciciit :is tlic)/ tlci orily :itltlrc.;s thc ;ictii:il
scquirciiiciits. But wiili scg:ircl to SLA ciilorccriiciit, iiioiiitoring of the requirements during nintime is crucial. Therefore,
also adequate countermeasures need to be defined within
the policy documents in order to restore compliance with
the policies in case of deviations from the specified values.
Especially in distributed scenarios it is further helpful to
provide several independent monitoring units with the information about requirements and countermeasures in order
to enforce policies at different locations in an infrastmcture.
In order to overcome both issues, we developed the Web
sewice requirements and reactions policy language (WSRe2Policy) presented in this article, which specifies requirements and reactions in a single policy file. Therefore, it
can be deployed to different monitoring units for distributed
SLA monitoring and enforcement. Additionally, we present a
framework narned Automated Monitoring and Alignment of
Services (AMAS.KOM), which supports the implementation
of WS-Re2Policy in the areas of Web services and SOAs.
This article is an extension to our work [ l ] presented at the
ICSNC 2008 conference as well as to our research presented
in [2] and [3]. It enhances our previous work with respect
to the underlying agent-based monitoring framework as well
as to the distribution mechanisms, which are used in our
approach to place monitoring units in an infrastmcture.
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The remaining part of this article is structured as follows.
In the next section, the overarching scenario of distributed
SLA monitoring and enforcement is discussed in more detail. Subsequently, the WS-Re2Policy language is discussed
in depth and explained by the use of an example. Afterwards,
the AMAS.KOM framework is presented, which allows the
use of WS-Re2Policy for Web sewice-based SOAs. The
following section presents our work towards the optimal
distribution of monitoring units in a distributed service-based
infrastriicture. Here, a distribution strategy is devclopcd ancl
evaluated by tlic usc of simiilation. Beforc tlic article closcs
with a conclusion nnd ouilook, thc rclniccl work io our
rcscnirli is prcsciiiccl.

2. Scenario and approach
In cross-organisational collaborations on the basis of an
integration of business processes and 1T Systems, the "classical" scenario consists of a single
- enterprise and different
business partners, in which the enterprise wants to use
different tliird party services provided by the partners in a 1
to n client-sewer style [4].
Here, a centralised monitoring and deviation handling approach is performed and carried out by the sewice requester
(SR) itself (cf. Figure la). Thus, all other components, i.e.,
the monitoring units (MU) and decision making components,
are located at the service requesters', even if monitoring
data is sometimes collected by distributed probes. However,
in large-scale SOA scenarios a centralised approach is not
applicnblc. d ~ i eto n vast nrnomt of scrvicc iecliic~icrs
and providers (e.g., m to n) wliich bears scalability and
complexity issues. But also unclear responsibilities between
participating partners or a lack of privacy lead to legal and
govemance issues. Furthermore, the collection and availability of monitoring data required for decisions is hindered due
to the existence of different spheres of control representing
domains which belong only to single partners. Consequently,
there exists no sufficient quality and amount of monitoring
data, so that adequate decision making and timely handling
of SLA violations cannot be performed.
For reasons already stated, we propose a distributed
approach to SLA monitoring and enforcemenf which overComes the information deficit and improves the speed of
information provisioning. Our approach is based on the
application of decentralised monitoring and alignment agents
(MAAs) which obtain both monitoring requirements and
the specification of countermeasures. The MAAs are placed
within the infrastructure at various places (cf. Figure lb).
Here, a hybrid approach, i.e., a mixture of centralised and
decentralised interaction styles, is taken, instead of a fully
decentralised approach (i.e., Peer-to-Peer).
A WS-Re2Policy compliant policy file enables the monitoring and alignment agents to manage single services as
well as service compositions in a semi-autonomous way

ex
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Figure 1. Monitoring styles (cf. [2])

according to the specified rules. Within a policy file agreed
countermeasures in case of SLA violations are defined
representing boundaries of the MAA's behaviour. Given that
policies can be split into sub-policies, the corresponding
subdivision of the MAA's behaviour forms the basis for new
MAAs. Policies and MAAs can also be recombined in order
to reduce the amount of MAAs up to a single instance. Usinz
~pccialisedcoiiiiii~iiiic:iiioiiii1ccli:iiiisns. M A A s caii iti~ci-ac~
with each other, so that tasks can also be delegated bctwcen
MAAs. Here, the communication protocols of the selected
agent platform are facilitated (e.g., the Agent Commiinication Language). An example of cooperating agents based on
our AMAS.KOM framework can be found in [SI.

3. Web service requirements and reactions policy language
This section addresses various aspects of the WSRe2Policy language in its most recent version. Starting from
a theoretical point of view, a basic example is then used to
discuss and explain the core elements of the language. For
a discussion of a preliminary version of the WS-Re2Policy
language we refer to [3].

3.1. Theoretical foundation of the WS-Re2Policy
language
The well-founded Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules
paradigm, first discussed in the area of active databases (e.g.,
[6]), represents the basis of the WS-Re2Policy language. The
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Figure 2. Core elements of the language
name ECA already states the main concepts of the ECA
rules:
ON E v e n t
I F Condition
PO A c t i c n . 5

Thosc conccpts are directly used by the WS-Re2Policy
language. Its elements can be mapped to those ECA concepts
as follows:

.
.

Event: current measure of a monitoring subject, e.g.,
the response time of a semice composition.
Condition: threshold for the monitoring subject, e.g.,
the upper bound of the sewice's response time.
Actions: reactions to an SLA violation aiming at the
enforcement of the SLA, e.g., the restart of a service
after a failure or time-out.

~h~ use of E C A - niles
~ ~ as
~ ~ basis
~ for our WSRe2Policy language has different advantages. In the first
insiance, the application of ECA rules does not require a
very deep undeistanding which allows the generation of
policy files even by non-experts with tool Support. Furthermore, using a rule-based System the separation of control
logic from the real implemeniation of an MAA is supported,
thus allowing adaptability, which is crucial for our approach.
Finally, a broad theoretical foundation exists, ranging from
possible optimisations of rule-based systems to distributed
problem solving strategies of autonomous units in distributed
systems using ECA in combination with T-calculus [7].

3.2. Core elements of the WS-Re2Policy language
The WS-Re2Policy language was designed as an extension to the World Wide Web Consortium's WS-Policy
1.2 framework in order to use existing standnrds and be
coiiipli:iiii 10 il. 'I~IICI.CIOI.C,
I ~ I C WS-Kc2Policy ctiii bc cxtended by oilicr WS-Policy compliant lmg~iages,e.g., WSSecurityPolicy.
Basically, a WS-Policy compliant policy consists of two
main Parts: the requirements and the reactions Part as
depicted in Figure 2. For the description of requirements any
WS-Poiicy compliant language can be used. Currently, some
basic QoS parameters, e.g., throughput and response time,
are natively supported by our approach. In future versions
of the language, further QoS parameters will follow.
In the WS-Re2Policy language, reactions are simple
and easy to understand control structures describing- -possible countermeasures in case of deviations from SLAs.
At this
the WS-Re2P01icy language as well as the
AMAS-KOM framewOrkSupport the follOwing reactiOns:
Restarting of a sewice, which violated an SLA.
Renegotiation of SLA parameters for a single semice
or composition.
Replanning of an existing execution plan for the composition a unit is responsible for.
Selection of different services, which offer comparable
functions.
Reporting of results to caller or third parties.
Delegation of control to other units on the same level
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<?xml version="l.OM encoding="UTF-8"7>
<re2:RequirementsReactionsSuite
>
<re2:Requirements ReactionsNeeded="truem
RequirernentsID="3428">
<wsp:Policy wsu:Id="ID-236" Narne="Security-QoS">
<wsp:All>
<wsp:All>
<sp:EncryptedParts>
<sp:Body/>
</sp:EncryptedParts>
</wsp:All>
<wsp:All>
~qos:Throughput~lO</qos:Throughput~
<qos:ResponseTime>Z3.55ms</qos:ResponseTime~
</wsp:All>
</vsp:All>
< / w s p : Pol i c p
</re2:Requirements>
<reZ:Reactions RequirementsID="3428">
<re2:Sleep time="lO.Oms"/>
Cre2:Iterate time="O.Omsm count="Z">
<re2:RestartService/>
</re2:Iterate>
<re2:DelegateControl>caller</re2:DelegateControl>
</reZ:Reactions>

...

</reZ:RequirementsReactionsSuite>

Figure 3. A WS-Re2Policy compliant example

.

or to the central control instance without raising exceptions.
Interruption of execution and passing back control by
raising exceptions.

Additionally, the WS-Re2Policy langiiage Supports further
conirol scriiciiircc, C.:., loops (so-cnllctl iicrntioris).
Finally, witli regard to ihc connection bctwcen ~ l i eparts
of the WS-Re2Policy language and the ECA structures, the
requirements parts contain the events, i.e., the subjects to
monitor, and their corresponding conditions. The reactions
part of the policy contains the specified actions. A reference
key is used to interconnect reactions and requirements, so
that reactions can be reused in different requirement parts.

3.3. WS-Re2Policy - a basic example
A simple example of a WS-Re2Policy compliant policy
document is depicted in Figure 3. The namespace declarations of both WS-SecurityPolicy and WS-Re2Policy were
removed in order to irnprove readability.
Within the requirements part of the example, requirements
in two different WS-Policy compliant policy languages
are defined. The first requirements element contains WSSecurityPolicy information (cf. the following tag: < sp :
EncryptedParts >) representing the required security
features for interaction with the sewice in this case. The
second requirement element of the example defines QoS
Parameters specifying a minimum of 10 concurrent sewice
calls and a maximum of 23.55 ms for the response time.

The reactions part of the document specifies the countermeasures in case of SLA violations. In the example in
Figure 3, the MAA restarts the sewice twice 10 ms after an
SLA violation occumed. If no normal sewice operation can
be established, the MAA raises no exception. Instead, the
control is passed back to the caller for further handling.

4. The AMAS.KOM framework
As a proof of coricept, wc designed tlic AMAS.KOM
frrirncwork 2nd its ~inderlyiiignrcliiteci~irc.By suppoi-tiiig nll
plinscs rnn~iii: froiii ilic niotlclling of rcqiiircriiciits to tlic
ciihrcciiiciii of SLAs by h'lAAs, i \ h l A S . K O h I :iiiiis io\v:irtls
a holistic SLA monitoring and ciiforcement appi-oach. For
this purpose, AMAS.KOM offers a transformation of a
business process description and associated reqiiirements
into a monitored process. Within the transformation, an
indirection of sewice calls to the MAA infrastructiire is
integrated by analysing and adapting an existing process
description in form of a Web service composition.
The transforniaiion proccss consists of il-ie four steps ~iiodelling und annotation, niodification und splilling, generation,
and distribution. In the first step, rnodelling und annotation,
the requirements concerning the complete business process
are specified by manually enhancing a description of a
business process with SLA assertions. Here, the business
process is described in the Business Process Modelling
Notation (BPMN - cf. [8]) which represents a graphical
specification of a business process. Laier on, Lhe SLA assertiniis nrc trnrisfnrinetl intn policy tlocuincnis clcscrihiri_r tlic
rctl~iircrnenisaiid coLiiitermcris~ircsfor ihc coinpleic pxoccss
using the WS-Re2Policy langiiage. In order to Support the
user with the annotation, AMAS.KOM provides a Webbased wizard. Within the second step called m.odt$cation and
splitting, separate policies for each sewice or sub-process,
depending on the planned granularity of M u s , are derived
using the global policy document. Here, various QoS-aware
planning algorithms can be used for planning purposes in
order to generate feasible partitions, e.g., as discussed in
[9], [10]. This process step is carried out automatically
and results in policy documents and execution plans. Both
contain simple Web service calls in combination with a
policy document and execution plans for sub-processes in
combination with the related policy documents. The third
step, generation, includes the creation of MAAs on the basis
of the predefined policies. Afterwards, the MAAs are distributed within the monitoring and alignment infrastructure
during the distribution step. Due to a plug-in concept, MAAs
are highly extensible. Therefore, only the configuration of
the plug-ins needed, as specified by the requirements in the
policy before their distnbution, is necessary. For distribution
purposes, vanous algorithms can be used in AMAS.KOM,
e.g., a random distribution algorithm or the use of heuristics
for the solution of the MAA location problem. An optimal
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Figure 4. Overview of the AMAS.KOM framework
distribution strategy based on the analysis of given SLAs is
presented in section 5.
The AMAS.KOM framework contains five core and various supportive components, like data Storages for requirernents, syslem configurations as well as monitoring daia (ci'.
Figure 4). Subsequently, we will shortly discuss the core
components:
Mediation & Routing Core: combines both configuration information for MAAs as well as the applicable
policies to specification Sets and is furthermore responsible for routing both Web sewice call and specification
Set to Monitoring Managers.
Policv Itltrrl~rctcr:calciilates tlie cffcctive policy. i.c..
ilic policy 0111 of ;L sei OF ~~ossiblc
poli~ics, \vIiicI1
represents the current monitoring situation best.
Monitoring Manager: generates MAAs based on a
given specification sct and distributes thcm in the
infrastructure.
Controller: provides the logic to build monitored processes by transforming complete requirement Sets into
service or sub-process specific policy documents.
Monitoring & Alignment Agent: responsible for the
actual monitoring as well as the execution of countermeasures.
The actual process of executing a monitored instance of
a Web service call is described in the following. Generally,
the Web sewice calls of the BPEL Engine are forwarded to
a Proxy which redirects them to the Mediation & Routing
Core component. For each Web sewice invocation, this
component requests the effective policy from the Policy
Interpreter which retrieves all applicable policies from the
Repository and deterrnines the effective one. Subsequently,
the Mediation & Routing Core retrieves the associated
configuration information of the service invocation from
the Rule Base. Afterwards, the service invocation is routed
to an appropriate Monitoring Manager which performs the
generation of tailor-made monitoring units. The Monitoring

.

& Alignment Agent performs the actual sewice call and
tries to comply with the associated policy. For further
evaluation purposes, the resiilts are stored in the Repository.
After the fulfilment of the policy, the result is passcd back
to tlie BPEL Engine via the Merlicition & Rolrtitig Core.
In case of an unsuccessful service invocation, appropriate
alignment measures have to be accomplished.

We prototypically implemented the AMAS.KOM framework as a proof-of-concept for our distributed SLA monitoring and enforcement approach and the WS-Re2Policy
language. Therefore, we used the JADE agent development
framework to realise the MAAs, Apache Axis2 for Wch
scrvicc inicsi-aiioii ns wcll ns tlic WSUPEL 3.0 ~I;IIICI;II.CI I'oIllie spccificrition of Web scrvicc-based collaboratioiis. WSPolicy 1.5 and WS-SecurityPolicy 1.1 are also supported via
the WS-Re2Policy language.

5. Distribution strategy for monitoring and
alignment units
In this section, we introduce an approach to the distribution of MAAs in an infrastructure. As the installation of
those monitoring and alignment components is associated
with expenses, it should be avoided to distribute them
randomly. Instead, we recommend to distribute the MAAs in
a way that minimises the total costs, which can be divided in
setup costs and costs for the communication between nodes.

5.1. Modelling basics and prerequisites
In order to model the distribution problem of MAAs, some
assumptions have to be made.
The relationships between sewice requester. service
providers, and potential intermediaries form a network,
which can be modelled as an undirected graph. Intermediaries are all nodes in the communication path between service requester and providers. The cornrnunication between
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exeeuies pracen

Figure 5. Example topology and routing

by SP4. If I1 is ~inableto align tlie service, the control of the
service execution is passed back to the calling party SR3.
Our optimisation problem, which determines the placement of MAAs in an infrastmcture by reducing overall costs,
can be mapped to a Warehouse Location Problem (WLP cf. [l 11). Depending on the existence of capacity restrictions
with regard to the amount of supported alignment demands
at an intermediary, the problem can be mapped to either a
capacitated WLP or an uncapacitated WLP. In both cases,
tlie corresponding optiniisation probleins arc NP-linrd.
Mixetl intcgcr progrniiiming tecliiiiq~ics (CF. c.g., [12],
[13]) cnn bc applicd for ihc purpose of solving ilic
\VLP-bnscd i\lo/ri/oi~i~~g
Uirit Loc.triio~r P~.ol>lcrrlI'or ~iihiiraiy topologies. The resiiltiiig models can bc solvcd usiiig
Branch-and-Bound algorithms aftenvards.

5.2. Modelling t h e distribution strategy
requester and providers forms a spanning tree, nonnally
based on the shortest path from the requester to one provider.
All intcrmediancs as well as tlie root itsclf can bc seen ns
possiblc cnnclidatcs for tlic execution of a inonitoriiig 2nd
alignmcnt ~init.
The goal of our optimisation problem is the selection of
those nodes, where the setup of monitoring and alignment
units minimises the overall costs consisting of setup and
communication costs. We call such an optimisation model
Monitoring Unit Location Problem (MULP).
As constraints, we need to ensure that the alignment
demands of all providers are satisfied. Here, the alignment
tlcriinntl dcfiiics ihc iicctl for corrcciivc nciioii< nliili rcsrccl
io a inoiiiiorccl scrvicc i f an SLA is violiiicd dui-iiig sci-vicc
execution. The alignment demand is an abstract concept
~ised for modelling, which can contain various elements
like availability of a service or its error rate. As inpiit for
both the alignment demand calculation and the costs for
communication as well as setup costs, the SLAs between
the communicating parties are used.
In order to clarify the idea of the MULP as well as
the concept of alignment demands, we present a simple
example in Figure 5. As depicted in Figure 5, Service
Requester 3 (SR3) executes a process which is composed of
sewices from different sewice providers - Service Providers
I to 4 (SPl to SP4). If SR3 calls the sewice provided by
SP4, the request and its corresponding response pass the
Intermedianes I and 2 (11 and 12). Assume, that a MAA
is installed on 11, which controls SP3 and SP4. In case the
service provided by SP4 violates its current SLA, the MAA
at I1 is able to detect this violation long before it is noted by
the calling party. Furthermore, the MAA tries to correct the
violation, e.g., by restarting the sewice, if the service was
unavailable before. In the best case, the calling party does
not even notice the problems. The alignment demand, which
emerges from the SLA violation of the service, is satisfied hy
the MAA at 11, as it is responsible for the sewice provided

Service requester, service providers and intermediaries are
dcscribed by nodes of the nctwork topology. Here, we can
disting~iislibctween tlic sct of nodcs tlint rcprcscnt servicc
providcrs (nodes j E &I = (1, ...,,m)) and ihe set of
nodes that represent service requesters and intermediaries
(nodes i E N = (1,...,n)). By definition, only the service
providers have alignment demands dj, as already stated in
the section before. Service providers are not allowed to
directly execute monitoring and alignment units, because we
only consider the requester perspective in our model. Service
providers probably will carry out tlieir own monitoring. For
i h i q . i i i c siifficicrii oiily to ccriisiilcr Ilic ric4cq i 5 3; \vlicii
iiasigiiiiig scliip cusis. '1-lic aciiiiil cusis 1'01- iiisi;illiiig :i hlXA
on node i are indicated by C:. The cost of comniunicatioii
between node i (service requester or intermediary) and node
j (sewice provider) are labelled with c:~. Ln this context
it is important to mention that the existence of an edge
between two arbitrary nodes is not mandatory. Therefore,
c:j is defined as follows:
in case (i,j) exists

+ C%*),

in case (i, k ) exists
else

Thereby, ;C:
describes the communication costs
between intermediary i and provider j ( i E N,j E M).
Furthermore, C*;:
describes the communication costs
between intermediary i and intermediary k (i, k E N).
These definitions ensure that czj specifies the minimum
possible communication costs between intermediary i and
provider j. The variables a; constitute the capacities for
nodes i. As already mentioned before, load restrictions
could be seen as an example for such capacities. The
decision variables yi state, whether or not to install a MAA
on node i, while the decision variables x i j describe the
communication at a given path assuring that the alignment
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Table 1. Definition of variables

deinands are satisfied. The definition of ihe required
variables is also depicted in Table 1 and Table 2.

i:
j:

According to [I I], the corresponding mathematical model
of the MULP can be described as denoted in the following
optimisation model:

dj:
C::
C?:

Table 2. Definition of decision variables

Target function
niinimisc F ( x ,2,) =

service requester, iritermediüry
service provider
alignment detnand of provider j
costs for installing a MAA on node i
communication cosis between i and j

>

clYi +

c?zij

yj:
X.
, ,
, ,

(1)

whether or not to install a MAA on i
alionment demnnd of I satisfied bv i

6.1. Siiniilation scenarios arid assiiniptions

Finally, it is important that thc MAA sct~tpcosts at the
service requesters' are Zero, i.e., monitoring and alignment
can be done at the sewice requester's process engine without
additional costs. Here, centralised monitoring is always
enabled and taken into account.
As stated in the previous section, we use Branch-andBound algorithms to solve the WLP. For large topologies,
this would require strong computational effort. In such
;I cnic. \\.C ~>i.oposc
to scl;iu tlic iiiic:riiy coiicliiioi~s niicl
apply hciiristics ofierwartls - as Sor exainple H I-KELAX-IP
discussed in [9] - to get a valid solution with integer
values for 1 ~ i .This heuristic does not perform significantly
worse compared with the optimal solution with respect to
its solution quality (cf. [9]).
In any case, the partitioning and distribution of the optimisation process improves the scalability of the complete
system (e.g., the load situation at the sewice requester's
QoS management system), because the computation of the
distribution schemes is not only carried out by a single
system but by all existing monitoring units for the areas
they are responsible for. Furthermore, the distribution of
the monitoring units and hence the computation of the
distribution schemes into control spheres of third parties with
no extemal access allows the application of our approach,
e.g., in scenarios with high security demands.

6. Evaluation of the distribution strategy
In this section, we present the evaluation of the distribution strategy presented before. For this, different infrastructure types and configurations art: simulated. As prerequisites,
we present the scenarios used for simulation as well as the
simulation setup in the following sections.

The overall goal of the sirnulation is 10 sliow tliat the
distribution of MAAs can lead to cost savings for a given
distributed scenario. The following aspects were taken into
account during the evaluation:
A cost comparison of the optimal distributed solution
with the centralised solution.
The coniparison of the number of MAAs with thc
overall nodes 2nd service providers.
The analysis of the execution time behaviour o i our
distribution strategy.
During simulation different parameters were adjusted and
their impact on the overall performance was measured. The
following parameters were used in the evaluation:
Topology parameters, containing the nuniber of nodes
and connectivity Parameters of the network, which are
~tsctlto ccinfig~ir-C
ihc IViixiiinn nlroriilim.
I'ei-ceiitiige of seivice p i . o i ~ i i l e ~dcliiiiiig
-~,
llic :iiiiouiii ol'
service providers in relation to the overall nodes. Tlic
service providers are randomly distributed in the given
topology.
Cost ratio, which is defined as the ratio of setup costs
for installing a MAA on a node to the maximum of the
communication costs per link.
Based on those simulation parameters, several simulation
scenarios can be specified. For this article, we focus on
scenarios in which the topologies (as well as the related
matrices) are sparse, i.e., they have a high degree of
unconnected links. We assume different cost ratios in order
to Lest exueme configurations of the simulation. Here, cost
ratios of setup costs and maximum communication costs of
1:4, 1:1, and 4:l were used. Furthermore, every scenario
contains random topologies including 10, 20, ..., 100 nodes.
Every type of scenario is executed 10 times with different
configurations. For the analysis of the results the mean of
all calculated values is used.

.
.
.

.
.

Additionally, we assume the capacity of the nodes to be
infinite for the evaluation, so we apply an uncapacitated
WLP. Furthermore, we only take one service requester into
account. In addition. it is possible to imagine a completely
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(d)
Figure 6. Cost savings, number of MAAs, and execution time samples
(C)

dccenlralised sccnnrio in ordcr to rcacli a Iiipli degrce of scalability and robustness. However, concerning our simulation,
we postulate that the alignment demand of one provider j
has to be satisfied by a single node i having a MAA installed,
which is located on the "shortest path" (with respect to our
minimisation problem) from this provider j to the requester
or by the requester itself. That means in the context of our
work: X, = d j .

6.2. Simulation setup
For simulation purposes, a workbench was Set up which
integrates topology and cost model generation with a solver
capable of solving rnixed integer programs as weU as appropriate visualisation functionalities.
In detail, the topology generator BRITE (Boston University Representative Internet Topology Generator - cf. 1141)
was modified in order to Support the data formats needed
by our model generator and the solver. BRITE supports the
generation of topologies based on the Waxman- and the
Barabasi-Albert methods - both of them well established
in the research cornmunity. We used Waxman-generated
topologies for the evaluation of our approach (cf. [15] for in-

dcpih discussion of \Vrixrnrin topolopics), b~ito ~ i rnpproacli
is not limited to those types of topologies. After topology
generation, the topology description file is complemented
by cost and demand vectors, which are generated randomly
by our .NET based model generator. In order to generate
real random values, the randomiser methods of the .NET
cryptography API are used. The solution to the mixed integer program is calculated with the commercial XPress-MP
solver (release 2007B). Results of the solver are prepared
and visualised using the R statistics package (version 2.7.1).
In order to automate the simulation runs, all components
were linked together using shell scripts.
The simulation itself was mn on an Intel Core 2 Duo 2.33
GHz Computer with 2 GByte RAM running the Windows
Vista operating System.

6.3. Discussion of results
In this section, we will discuss some of the results which
were generated during the simulation runs.
Figure 6a shows a comparison of the overall costs of
monitoring and alignment for different topologies ranging
from 10 to 100 nodes. Here, 20 % of the nodes are service
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providers and the cost ratio of setup costs to maximum
communication costs is 1:l. As Figure 6a shows, almost
every configuration has somc optimisation potential by distributing monitoring and alignment units. The maximum is
at 60 nodes with a 38.9 % cost reduction. At this point, 6
to 7 MAAs are needed on average to manage 12 service
providers, which is depicted in Figure 6c.
Figure 6b again shows a comparison of overall costs,
but in this case for a cost ratio of 4:l. Again, 20 % of
thc nodes are service providers and 100 randoin topologics
ranging from 10 to 100 nodes were investigatcd. Figurc Gb
sliows that cost snvings are only marginal in tliis sceiinrio. A
ninxiiniiin cost snving of 1 1.1 % on average can bc nchicvctl
at 100 nodcs. For tliis, at rnost two MAAs are nccdcd ns
Figure 6c shows. Scenarios, which only place one MAA are
centralised ones.
A drawback of our approach is the runtime behaviour of
the mixed integer program. As noted before, a WLP like
optimisation problem is NP-hard. As we can See in Figure
6d, the runtime of the solver for the mixed integer program
grows exponentially - even for relativcly small problem
sets. Thcrcfore, an application to real-time scenarios is only
possible for small topologies - e.g., a topology of 1000
nodes takes more than 30 minutes to solve on our simulation
system - or by applying heuristics, which are in scope of
our further research.

7. Related work
Diic to tlic niiioiint of i-cscarcli nrcns iouclictl in tliis ;iiticlc.
relatcd work o ~ i toF diffcrciit areas has to bc takcn irito
account. First, we discuss the area of specification languages
as well as the corresponding monitoring Systems, followed
by the presentation of a selection of distributed monitoring
approaches. Finally, we discuss the related work to the
distribution of monitoring units in an infrastructure.
There are various approaches to specify monitoring requirements with respect to SLAs in the area of Web services
and SOAs, almost all with appropriate system support.
Robinson specifies functional monitoring requirements in
temporal logic, without any support for the specification of
countermeasures [16]. Again, using logic to specify functional monitoring requirements, Spanoudakis and Mahbub
present a transformation of BPEL into event caiculus, in
which the requirements can be specified [17]. The specification of countermeasures is again not part of their approach.
Sen et al. also use past time linear temporal logic for the
description of monitoring requirements. without any support
for countermeawre specification [18]. Furthermore, all of
the logic-based approaches lack an easy readability by nonexpert users.
Monitoring assertions, which are integrated in the form of
pre- and post-conditions in BPEL, are discussed by Baresi
and Guinea [19]. Also an approach by Baresi et al. is

the Web scrvice constraint langiiage for the specification
of functional and non-functional requircments [20]. It uses
the WS-Policy language to specify requirements of users,
providers, and third parties. Both approaches do not Cover
the handling of deviations or the specification of countermeasures, but offer framework support for integration.
Lazovik et al. use business rules for the same purpose and
with the same limitations [21].
Tlie approaches presented above primarily focus on tlie
specification oT rnoiiitoring nspects. All OS ihc cxnniinecl
policy and rcqiiirenients Iaiigungcs nbovc do not siipport
thc specificntion of coiintcrmeasiires and tliereforc arc not
fiilly npplic;iblc to our scciinrio. Aii npproncli, wliicli also
covcis basic policy cnforccnicnt aspccts, is discusscd by
Ludwig ct al. [22]. Tlie authors use WS-Policy as a part
of WS-Agreement to specify requirements in their CREMONA architecture. A focus of their work is on the initial
creation and subsequent adaptation of agreements between
different parties (i.e., during the negotiation of parameters),
which include policy elements and their enforcement or renegotiation. A different policy langiiage namcd CIM-SPL is
prcscntcd in [231, which also supports tlic spccification of
countermeasures and therefore enables an enforcement of
policies. CIM-SPL integrates the elements of the Comrnon
Information Model (CIM), an industry standard provided
by the Distributed Management Task Force, into a policy
language. The application of a heavy-weight standard like
CIM as the foundation of a distributed decision making
approach is currently under research.
An :idtliii«ii:il ni-cn of npplicntioii foi- policy ciifoicciiiciit i.;
tlic ;irca ol' scciirity. Sniianntlian et al. discuss aii arcI~itcctusc,
which allows the securing of Web services by the iise of
adaptive security policies defining e.g., Lhe security levels of
incoming and outgoing Web sewice messages [24]. Here,
security policies can be changed during execution time
without changing the implementation. Furthermore, their
architecture allows negotiation and reconciliation of security
policies. Ardagna et al. also address policy enforcement
issues with respect to the security of Web sewices [25].
In their work, an approach for the access control of Web
services based on policies is presented, which also supports
basic policy enforcement strategies.
Of further interest is the approach followed by Oracle with their Web Services Manager [26]. The Oracle
Web Service Manager integrates centralised monitoring and
policy enforcement with distributed information gathering
of basic QoS parameters (e.g., response time), exceptions,
and security aspects. Therefore, an architecture containing
non-intnisive (i.e.. gateways) and intrusive elements (i.e.,
agents running at the Same application server as the Web
service) was developed, which allows both basic reporting
of monitoring results as well as the automatic selection and
activation of policies based on given measurements.
With respect to distributed monitoring, there are different
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approaches, which are in some parts comparable to our
work, especially in their application of agent technology for
the distribution of the monitoring logic. The integration of
SNMP into an agent-based architecture for network management is discussed in [27]. Here, agents are responsible to collect the monitoring data from SNMP-capable data sources.
Again for network management purposes, the work of [28]
discusses a scalable framework based on mobile software
agents. The approaches differ from our AMAS.KOM appronch by not supporting deviation handling nicchaiiisms. A
further represcntalive of agciit-based rnonitoriiig appronclics
is discussed in [29], in whicli softwnre arcnts nct ns nrcn
iii:iiiagcrs rcspoiisiblc for tlic moiiitoi-iiig :iiitl coiiii-ol or
dcdicated paiis of a network. Arca assignmcnt is dynaniic,
allowing agents to adapt their zones during runtime and to
migrate into the selected Zone using agent mobility features.
Finally, some approaches to the distribution of monitoring
units exist, which are related to our work presented in this
article. All of the existing approaches are focusing on overall
network monitoring, but not on monitoring of services in
a SOA. An overvicw presentiiig applicable niodcls nnd
probleni defiiiitions for the locatioii of network inonitoring
units is discussed in [30]. The authors analyse in detail
what types of monitors can be matched to what kind of
optimisation problems. Possible solutions to those problems are presented in addition. Furthermore, [31] present
methods for the optimal positioning of monitoring ~inits
for network performance assessment. Hereby, the authors
focus on the minimisation of the number of devices as
\\,cll :is fiiicliii~[hcii- o p ~ i i i 10c:itioii.
~ ~ ~ l Aiiotlicr :~ppro:lctit i ~
c:ilc~ilatc llic optiiii;il ii~iinbcrof iiioniioriiig iiiiiis b;isc~l1111
BGP (Border Gateway Protocol) data is presented by [32],
wherc the authors givc some theorctical foundation to defiiie
boundaries for the number of monitoring units needed in an
Internet-like scenario. As a result, the authors claim that one
third of all nodes in an arbitrary topology should execute
monitoring functionalities in order to manage the complete
infrastructure.

8. Conclusion and outlook
In this article, we presented an integrated approach for
distributed SLA monitoring and enforcement in Serviceoriented Systems. For this, we introduced the policy language WS-Re2Policy to specify requirements and countermeasures to SLA violations simultaneously. Additionally,
the AMAS.KOM framework, supporting distributed monitoring and enforcement of SLAs in Web service-based
cross-organisational collaborations as well as a distribution
strategy to find the optimal locations of monitoring units in
distributed scenarios were presented.
The AMAS.KOM framework utilises the mobile software
agent paradigm to define autonornous rnonitoring and ülignment units, which are distributed in a service-oriented sys-

tem by applying our optimisation approach. The corresponding monitoring and alignment units are pre-configured using
the WS-Re2Policy language. First performance evaluations
showed that the overhead introduced by our agent-based
approach is almost insignificant in a Web service scenario.
The evaluation of the distribution strategy proposed in this
article, which calculates the optimal position of a monitoring
unit with respect to the total cost, shows tliat cost improvcments can be reached by distributing nlonitoring ~initsin
nliiiost cvcry scennrio wc iiivcstigatccl. Hcrc, a rcnlistic cost
iiiodcl is crucial bcca~isctlic cost ratio of sctiip costs to
conini~inicntioricosts cnn liniit potential bcricfits.
C~iri-ciiily,tlic L!'S-Rc7Policy 1;iiigiiagc ~ ~ 1in siist sccoiicl
~
vcrsiori and is impleiiicntcd in a prototypical implcriiciitatioii
of our AMAS.KOM framework. Nevertheless, the language
is under continuous development. One of the planned major
enhancements of WS-Re2Policy is the native Support of
various additional QoS-related Parameters, as a common
definition of a QoS policy is currently missing. Another
focus of our ongoing work is on the improvement of the
distribiiiion stratcgy. As noted bcforc, the currcnt strntcgy is
not applicable to large topologies unrler renl-iinie conditions.
At the moment, we are working on heuristics to improve the
planning process.
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